Discussion Groups
One time this semester you will be required to lead a discussion in Spanish with your peers. You
will choose the topic that you want to discuss, create questions that will facilitate the discussion and be
responsible for everyone speaking to you and each other in Spanish. Here are the steps to this project Sign up for a date to lead the discussion group.
 Before you lead the group, you must come up with a topic and at least 5 questions in Spanish
that you will use during the discussion group. This paper must be handed in on the day you
lead the discussion.
 On your chosen day, you will lead 4-5 of your peers in a discussion in Spanish. You are
responsible for keeping your group on task, and speaking in Spanish.
 You will be graded on the quality of your topic and questions, the quality of the Spanish that you
speak during the discussion groups and how well your questions keep the group speaking in
Spanish.
 Half of this grade is how well you participate when other people are leading their discussions.
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